
SOURCE A

In the years following the Black Death of 1348 
European wars showed dramatic decline. 
Countries were busy trying to cope with the 
effects of the epidemic and peasants were 
unwilling to leave their homes and march to war. 

- Historian John D Clare



SOURCE B

“After the plague, people became more mean and greedy 
than before, even though many were far better off. 

There was plenty of everything, but people charged more for 
equipment and food. 

Only houses were cheap, the rents fell to the lowest in 
memory. There were not enough people to rent them. Many 
have become ruins.”

- In 1359, the monk Jean de Vedette wrote about the effects 
of the plague on France.



SOURCE C
The plague struck rich and poor alike, the 
religious and the heathens, the good and the 
bad. 
Many people who saw the church as the holy 
symbol of God lost their faith when they saw 
that priests and church leaders were just as 
likely to die from the plague.
From a history book



SOURCE D

Peasant workers after the Black Death

Because so many died there were far fewer workers in 
England. Lots of lords needed workers for their farms and 
lands. 

Workers could demand a lot more for their work. They began 
getting paid money instead of working for their rent. 

They started to move about more and work for the best 
paying lords and landowners. The lords had to pay them a 
fair wage, they hated this!

From a history book



SOURCE E

Because of the loss of 1/3 of the population the 
governments tax revenues fell. 

To combat this the government introduced the 
“Poll Tax”, this changed the way peasants paid tax 
by making every individual pay instead of making 
villages pay together. This meant peasants had to 
pay much more tax!

From a school history book



SOURCE F

“The whole of England was so badly hit that only a 
third of people survived. When the churchyards were 
full, whole fields were used to bury the dead.

A few nobles died and countless numbers of ordinary 
people. The plague raged for a year and completely 
emptied many small villages. Hardly anyone dared to 
have anything to do with the sick.”

- Geoffry Baker wrote in the 1340’s about the plague 
in England



SOURCE G

For peasants who previously worked for nothing this 
was excellent: Wages were high, there was lots of 
empty houses, space to live, and there were lots of 
jobs.

For the lords and ruling class this was less good. Rent 
for land and houses had fallen dramatically and workers 
demanded more money. They hated having to pay 
workers and tried to make laws that forced the 
peasants to work.

From a history book



SOURCE H

“Because so many people died in the plague, there are 
labourers who refuse to work unless they are paid huge 
wages. This is a problem, especially in farming. 

So any man or woman who is fit and under the age of 
sixty must accept any work offered to them. They 
should work for the same agreement and pay as in 
1346 [before the Black Death]. If they refuse, they will 
be imprisoned until they agree.”

- The Statute of Labourers 1351: A law that forces 
peasants to do work for low wages



SOURCE I

Graph showing the population of Europe 
in millions from 1000 AD – 1357 AD

The Black Death had the worst impact on 
the population in the history of the world

In England 3.5 million people died.

25 million people died in Europe in just 
under five years between 1347 and 1352. 
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